


 About Us 
Dynamic Lifts has the advantage of exceptional engineering skills and 
outstanding quality and long experience. With India experiencing rapid 
growth there is a huge scope for the elevator industry in India. Dynamic Lifts 
aims to deliver on the most important parameter for our valued clientele, i.e. 
“Safety”.

WWe make use of the best of our experience and skills to serve you the highest 
technical and quality level at best conditions to support commercial as well as 
residential projects.

DynamicDynamic Lifts add efficiency and aesthetic value to schools, offices and retail 
stores and our close network with builders, construction engineers and end 
users allow us to engineer the best “platform” to build the safest lifts. We have 
always worked on new ways and methods to find innovative and newer ways 
to better our existing products. This has meant that we are one of the most 
trusted brands in terms of durability, efficiency and reliability. We offer our 
expertise in maintenance and modernization of your existing lifts.

WWe design the elevators with end-to-end technology, engineered to deliver 
best-in-ride experience with certified safety-standards since its establishment 
in 2003 by the qualified and enthusiastic elevator engineers.



How We Work

The whole installation process is both safer and 
faster than with a traditional elevator 
installation.The elevator is quickly installed. 
NoNo cranes or scaffoldings are required. The 
system is ready in about two weeks. Our 
well-thought-out process makes all the 
difference. We thoroughly inspects equipment 
at each installation stage for high quality 
assurance standards

When it comes to creating a 
consistent look and feel throughout 
your building, lifts play a major 
role. Dynamic lifts provide flexible 
and versatile selection of materials 
and accessories that matches your 
building’s design perfectly

The first step when planning elevators involves 
analyzing the floor plan and sections of the 
building, analyzing the people flow needs 
according to the type and specific characteristic 
of the building. We develop a complete 
understanding, of your building’s requirement 
and provide preliminary dimensions and 
placement options.placement options.
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RESIDENTIAL

LIFTJain Antarika, Kodambakkam

We are engaged in offering our clients a high quality range of RESIDENTIAL LIFTS. This lift is designed and 
manufactured under the guidance of our skilled well educated & trained professionals at par with industry 

standards using premium quality components and avant-garde technology. The features, design and infinite 

options of its control is add on to its travel comfort. Available in different technical specoifications as per the 

specific needs of clients , we offer this at very resonable price.

WhenWhen it comes to people’s homes, the focus is on safety, security, and convenience. Fire protection and other 

relevant regulations are also extremely important considerations. Here, we work in harmony with

other building equipment to ensure the best possible quality of life for all residents.

Dynamic Lifts will guide you to the right residential lift for your building. Dynamic Residential Lifts are time, 
space and money saving accessibility solutions suitable for every building.



COMMERCIAL

LIFT
Commercial Lifts from Dynamic Lifts will ensure that your business or organisation meets the 
requirements of the Disability Discrimination Act and complies with part M of passenger lifts from 
Dynamic Lifts are pioneering because they incorporate hydraulic lift technology that eliminates 
machine rooms, meaning they can easily fitted into existiing buildings, even where there is 
limited space. We pride ourselves on efficient installation and a dedicated after-sales program.

An elevator provides access to everyone visiting or working within shopping malls schools, 
libraries, churches, multi-family housing or low-rise commercial buildings.

CommercialCommercial elevators can be custom-designed to fit the décor and spatial considerations of 
virtually any environment and are engineered to provide a safe, smooth and worry–free ride for 
anyone who finds it difficult to use the stairs.





INDUSTRIAL

LIFTPoornaselvi Multi Packs,Tiruvottiyur

With rich Industry experience and knowledge we offer goods lift or freight lift and dumb waiters to our clients. 

Freight elevators usually travel at lower speeds than passenger elevators, but they are built to carry 
heavier loads and finished to withstand tougher working conditions. We recommend and offer different freight 
elevator styles based on your desired application and specific requirements.Freight elevators solution is ideal 
for a multitude of demanding vertical freight transportation tasks in a variety of buildings : supermarkets, 
shopping malls, airports, warehouses, hospitals, hotels, industrial plants and offices

WWe are one of the renowned organizations, engaged in offering a wide range of Dumb waiter. These are 
widely preferred by various number of clients owing to its various salient features. Our devices are 
engineered using top quality components which ensure its maximum durability, rough and tough usage and 
consisitent performance. One can avail these Dumb Waiters in various range and technical specifications.

We  are involved in offering our clients excellent array of control panel. These lift control panels are made as 
per industrial designing requirement and standards.
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WITH MACHINE ROOM WITHOUT MACHINE ROOM

INDICATIVE ESTIMATION:

G+2/04 P

MRL 5.9 L

4.9 L 5.70 L 5.70 L 6.70 L

6.70 L 6.70 L 7.70 L

TRACTION

TECHNOLOGY MANUAL AUTOMATIC MANUAL AUTOMATIC

MILD STEEL STAINLESS STEEL



MAKE YOUR 
ELEVATOR
FIT FOR
THE FUTURE

MODERNIZATION
UPGRADING YOUR LIFT CAN MEAN IMPROVING EFFICIENCY, 
REDUCING WAITING TIME, INCREASING TRAFFIC, BOOSTING 
RIDE COMFORT, OPTIMISING ACCESSIBILITY, AND 
ENHANCING DESIGN  ALL THE FEATURES YOU WANT FOR THE 
FUTURE

our customer endorse usfor:

  - Relaibility

  - Commitment  - Commitment

  - Service

MakeMake your elevator not only run like NEW but also 

look like NEW. Modern design fixtures and a wide 

selection of design lines, combined with new 

ceilings including LED lighting, full-height mirror, 

handrail and PVC or artificial granite floor complete 

the perfect choice.

AllAll the vital functions of an elevator are coordinated 

by the controller to ensure fast, safe, reliable travel. 

Digital technology has developed rapidly in recent 

years, The new controller ensures efficient traffic, 

new functions, outstanding safety, made to measure 

configuration, and simple updates, suited to the new 

PORT transit management system.

WWe offer high-quality consulting and support for 

decision-making and project planning plus quick, 

clean installations by our highly professional staff 

and supervisors – ensuring minimal disturbance.



quality
Being           a quality conscious organization, we focus 
on offering high quality products to the clients. Our 
independent inspection team carries out a professional 
checking, testing to Lifts / Escalators equipment to 
ensure quality and strict monitoring.Our maintenance 
department has an impeccable maintenance work 
process system, management system and all level staff 
toto ensure the correctness and safety of working 
procedure, achieve effective management.These 
equipment are manufactured keeping these at par with 
international standards. Along with it, we also follow a 
strict quality control policy which is guided by our quality 
controllers in compliance with the industrial policy. Right 
from the time of procurement of raw material to the final 
dispatch,dispatch, a close watch at each stage of production is 
paid by the quality auditors. In order to ensure the 
functional efficiency, easy maintenance and durability of 
the products, these are extensively tested and 
checked.Our goal is to achieve excellence by delivering 
our products in perfect condition, at the agreed time and 
supporting the customer in all their needs.



KEY
BENIFITS  TO OUR USERS

Here are the Benefits –

Our elevator basically requires lesser space and power. They basically save up to 40 % electric power for operation. Our mission is to anticipate 
and meet your needs for seamless mobility. We’re focused on engaging with you, making your trust and being fully accountable. It also increases 
building energy savings. There are various advantages of the elevator for your  building.

Eco-efficient
WWe provide services that help our customers 
achieve their eco - efficiency goals in every 
phase of their buildings life cycle-from designing 
and constructing buildings to maintaining and 
modify them. our systems ensure we reduce 
our chemical use and handle waste efficiently 
on site.

Safe & Convenient
Elevator systems adhere to strict safety 
codes and standards and incorporate a 
wide variety of features designed to help 
reduce the chances of accidents and give 
passengers a quick, dependable ride.

Quick Install
SatisfyingSatisfying your program of works is our 
top priority. The installation of your 
elevator is only considered complete 
when the lift satisfies all of the prescribed 
safety and performance criteria.Qualified 
specialists follow a comprehensive 
technical approval process to verify the 
compliancecompliance with all requirements. Once 
approval has been successfully 
achieved, the system will be 
handed over to you.





MS CABIN

PREMIUM FINISH OPTION

CELING

MS DOOR

MS swing door MS swing door
car-telescopic door

MS half vision 
auto-telescopic door

MS half vision 
manual-telescopic door



DOOR: MS powder coated half vision                
Telescopic side opening door
WALLS: Powder paint + Mirror Finish
FLOORING : Vinyl Matte / Granite
HAND RAIL: Round return end
CELING: Powder paint + LED



SS CABIN

PREMIUM FINISH OPTION

OPERATING 
PANEL

HAND RAIL

SS DOOR

SS gold side opening doorSS auto telescopic door SS ACO door SS side opening door SS full glass door

HANDRAIL- RECTANGULAR, CUT END

HANDRAIL- ROUND, RETURN END



DOOR: SS Telescopic side opening door
WALLS: Stainless Steel + Mirror Finish
FLOORING : Vinyl Matte / Granite
HAND RAIL: Round return end
CELING: Stainless Steel + LED



MAINTENANCE
AND
SERVICE

LONG LIFE
MAINTENANCE 
PROGRAM 
FOR YOUR LIFT

Dynamic Lift has the structured levels of 
providing Maintenance specifically with high 
standards of Service to meet your 
expectations. We offer a wide selection of 
services to provide exactly the level of care 
you need, whether you need support for a 
two-elevator building or a complex 
environmentenvironment like an airport or retail center. 
We’ll tailor your maintenance plan to 
uniquely match your site and equipment, 
whatever the brand or type.
Our comprehensive maintenance includes 
complete cleaning, lubrication & Testing.

Our purpose is to make sure your every ride 
is safe, reliable and comfortable. Our 
commitment is to regularly check and 
monitor your equipment's health, perform 
routine Maintenance procedures and keep 
your building's elevator in perfect working 
condition through updates and 
modernization,modernization, as and when required. Our 
job is to detect even a minor problem and fix 
it before you have even noticed it. And we 
are good at it. We are hard at work, ensuring 
that your every ride is safe & convenient. 
Because we understand your every ride 
takes you to somewhere important. To your 
work.work. To your home. To friends & family. We 
are here to take care enjoy your ride.



TALK TO OUR EXPERT
ABOUT YOUR
ELEVATOR

WE HAVE  OUR CUSTOMER CARE TEAM 
IF YOU HAVE ANY QUESTIONS OR NEED 
MORE DETAILS OR TECHNICAL 
SUPPORT.

We take care of our customers every step of
the way: from design, manufacturing and
installation to maintenance and modernisation

www.facebook.com/dynamicliftpadi

dynamicliftspadi

www.youtube.com/dynamicl ift




